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Who we are 

Arzy Ca’ is a non profit organization which is aimed to 
promote people’s creativity mindset through artistic 
and cultural experiences with a particular focus on 
resources and features of our region.  
We are based in Treviso, 30 minutes by train from 
Venice. 
We focus on people and ecosystem needs, in Arzy Ca’ 
we consider sustainability and social responsibility as 
essential values of our mission and approach. Through 
art, we aim for multicultural connections. 



Born for fun   

Our story began during the summer of 
2020, when some friends imagined 
starting a new art club, the ideal place 
to share open-minded experiences 
and entertaining artistic free time. 

Abaut the name… 

“Giallo è un color che ssi chiama arzicha, il 
quale color è archimiato e pocho s’usa. Il 
più che s’aparttengha di lavorare di questo 
cholore si è a miniatori. In tavola è buono 
mischolando un pocho d’azurro della 
Magnia e giallorino: fa bel verde” 

Cennino Cennini, Il libro dell’arte, XIV-XV secolo 

“Process Art Workshop” 03.08.2020



“Moonlight painting” 04.09.2020



First steps 

In less then 4 months, and facing the 
covid-19 pandemic constraints, Arzy Ca’ 
tested its first workshop experiences, 
got the corporate logo and identity, 
website and social media.  

The launch event of the association, a 
digital conference open to the public 
celebrated the memory of Raffaello 
Sanzio’s 5 centuries. 
The event registered 99 participants 
from all over Italy, and the patronage of 
the municipality of Treviso. 

At the beginning of 2021, Arzy Ca’ 
members increased from 9 to 30.



First press review



Iniziative 2021
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From challenges to coming projects  

Main challenges: 
Fundraising: starting a non profit organization, 
resources are required. Expenditures were covered by 
Member’s admission fees, CSV (local non profit 
assistance), other by private sponsor and also by our 
Member’s donations 
Skills development and people engagement: it is a day 
by day learning; 
Opportunity from problem: thanks to trasnferring all 
activities on digital (the launch event of Raffaello and 
also the internal “co-design” meetings) we never 
stopped going on. 

Arzy Ca’ strengths are: 
its multidisciplinary team and the attitude in co-
designing 
the awareness of building internal and external 
relationships, and cooperating with other associations 
the members’ passion and leadership approach

We feel very proud of results achieved.



Connecting people…

Project:  
7 centuries of Dante 

A gift to the Italian language father,  
a multidisciplinary meeting of arts 

In collaboration with 

#700annidiDante



… about Treviso in the Comedy, art meets education!

“…dove Sile e Cagnan s’accompagna”  

(Paradiso, Canto IX, v. 49)



A community gamification project!

Coming soon… 

A collective art work (mosaic) inspired to “Dante in Treviso” made 
by household and industrial waste 
A game session of Quercetti Pixel Art aimed to build the “Dante 
Portrait” of Sandro Botticelli  
Launch of program: May 2021 
Final event: September 2021 

Keywords and values: 
Creativity, reuse, edutainment, art, to be a part of…

#700annidiDante 
#arzyca



Connecting with territory…

Digital Workshop:  10.07.2021 
Colours from the garden 

From fruits and vegetable waste 
to a bright panel of colours for 
sustainable art works 

Joining the International FAO Program 

#nongettarepuoicreare #IYFV2021



…worldwide events to promote the IYFV, Arzy Ca’ is there

IYFV goals to achieve linked to “Colours from the garden”: 

Raising consumers’ awareness on benefits of fresh, raw and in season 
fruits and vegetables and discovering biodiversity; 
Strengthening relationships between consumers and producers, 
favoring small on site farmers; 
Highlighting the international efforts in boosting sustainability and 
healthy dietary habits, with an art approach.



Art from nature promotes nurturing the Soul!

Coming soon… 

Sustainable art workshop made with colours (dyes) extracted 
from fruits and vegetable waste 
Visiting farmers, feeling and discovering territory 
Event scheduled on 10th July 2021 

Keywords and values: 
awareness, sustainability, creativity, local production, follow 
nature… 

www.fao.org/fruits-vegetables-2021



Enjoy creativity, be sustainable! Thank you



info@arzyca.it 
www.arzyca.it 

@arzyca


